FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
October 16, 2020

SPACECOM ADDS UNIQUE DAILY SPECIAL EVENTS TO PROGRAM
ALEXANDRIA, VA –SpaceCom, the Global Commercial Space Conference and Exposition,
announces the full schedule of daily special events created to engage and entertain
participants.
“We designed the SpaceCom online experience to maximize the importance of connection,”
said James Causey, executive director of SpaceCom. “We worked with partners to ensure that
participants concluded each day feeling energized, optimistic and part of a community.”
The daily special events are scheduled to take place at 2:00 pm Eastern Standard Time (EST):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special Presentation: Space Explorers: The ISS Experience in 3D 360-degrees
Fit Hop Hour with Celebrity Trainer Crystal Wall
Family Story Time: Ella the Engineer
SpaceCom Jams: Dalton in Concert
Space Travel At The Movies
International Space Pitch Day
Moonshots Poster Competition
Michelin to Mars

Several leading organizations, including Deloitte Consulting, LLP, Felix & Paul Studios,
Hypergiant, Mission: Space Food, and the United States Department of Defense and the United
Kingdom Ministry of Defence, have teamed with SpaceCom to curate a unique line-up of
engaging events from concerts and Michelin-star studded food demonstrations, to family events
and fitness breaks as well as captivating, immersive visual expeditions designed for space
enthusiasts.
SpaceCom is set to launch October 19 – 29, 2020. This year, SpaceCom 2020 will provide
FREE access to an expanded eight days of programming, keynotes, virtual marketplace access,
networking, and beyond.
Register for free access; or pre-registered participants can enter the event now to begin
planning their journey.

###
About SpaceCom
SpaceCom Conference & Exposition is the unrivaled global space event designed for those
serious about the immediate and long-term opportunities of space commercialization in their
business. Top business leaders, investors, government agencies, engineers, scientists, and
entrepreneurs unite at SpaceCom to share strategic solutions, navigate challenges, boost
intelligence, create partnerships, and collaborate as a united, worldwide force. The event is

produced by National Trade Productions in partnership with Houston First Corporation, in
collaboration with NASA, Department of Commerce and Department of Energy. For more
information, visit www.spacecomexpo.com and follow SpaceCom on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube and LinkedIn.
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